
High-growth SaaS companies of today need a different 

approach to supporting their cloud estate than the traditional 

companies of yesterday. Here’s why: 

As organizations scale, they rapidly change. 

That makes it difficult for engineering and IT to 

keep up. As a result, a company’s cloud estate 

can become a snowball of technical debt that 

leaves them spending more to innovate less. 

It’s easy to see why companies with a well-managed cloud 

can move faster, while those who neglect their cloud environments 

get left behind. 

Unlock the promise of the cloud, all in one place. 

To scale without slowing innovation engineering teams need native, least privileged access to the best-fit 

services for the task. Finance needs to efficiently allocate capital and proactively prevent overspending. And 

security teams need to automatically prevent and remediate violations of compliance and security requirements 

to reduce risk and maintain agility. To accomplish this, the last thing you want to do is divert the focus of your 

team from advancing capabilities within your product or service to routine cloud management tasks just to keep 

up with demands as the business grows.

Kion offers the only single platform approach to cloud enablement, transcending cloud management and cloud 

governance by offering all three pillars — automation & orchestration, financial management, and continuous 

compliance — necessary for total cloud control.

Kion brings together all team members and all three major cloud providers, Amazon Web Services, Microsoft 

Azure and Google Cloud, with clearer visibility into cloud usage, better ways to control costs, and more scalable 

methods to automate compliance in the cloud.

Automation & Orchestration: 
BALANCE GROWTH AND THE NEED FOR CONTROL 

In a company’s early days, priority is given to developing product features, not IT management layers. Often, 

many team members have high-level privileges to move quickly. This type of environment is great for the speed of 

development execution but is horrendous for scaling a software company. Tasks that might be a small drain on time 

now, become more complicated, take up more time, and introduce the possibility of mistakes. 

Increasing speed in the cloud for 
today’s innovators  
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KEY BENEFITS
Kion restores the end user experience of the cloud by delivering self-service provisioning for your users,  

easy-to-apply boundaries for admins, and the power of automation for all your cloud users.

✓ Deliver fast, controlled access

✓ Get organization-wide visibility

✓ Save time with complete end-to-end automation

✓ Easily integrate with your tech stack

PROVISIONING WITH ACCESS CONTROL

Kion helps you start correctly from day 1 in the cloud by automating 

the provisioning of accounts with the proper controls around  

allowed services and budget.

OUR FEATURES

✓  Account baselining, with identity and access control

✓  Scalable sandbox account creation and decommissioning

✓ Policy and compliance inheritance

COMPLETE INTEGRATION

Kion makes it easy to connect to your existing technology stack  

because it’s installed within your cloud environment.

OUR FEATURES

✓ Public API with over 450 endpoints

✓  Integrations with leading SIEM, CI/CD pipeline, & ITSM solutions

✓  Self-hosted deployment for retained ownership and control 

of your data, infrastructure, and architecture

Financial Management: 
ENSURE INTELLIGENT SPENDING TO SPEED INNOVATION 

When developing and scaling a technology company, eliminating wasted spend and allocating capital to the 

most important services are vital. Kion monitors your cloud and can proactively prevent errant spikes in spend 

and recommend how to optimize your environment.

KEY BENEFITS
Kion makes it easy to allocate funds, get cost visibility, and control spend — and hard to blow your budget.

✓  Get insight into real-time spend to avoid cloud bill surprises

✓  Save money and reduce cloud waste

✓  Identify top cost drivers by department and project

✓  Streamline monthly cloud bill reconciliation and reporting
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SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES
Kion’s cost optimization features continually scan your environment, 

helping you identify opportunities to save 30% or more on your 

cloud bill and making you more cost efficient.

OUR FEATURES

✓  Built in checks to identify over provisioned and unused 

resources to rightsize or decommission

✓  Enforcements to ensure you don’t miss when RIs are due  

to expire

✓  Multi-faceted views of savings findings; automation to 

enable owners to take action to save money

BUDGET ENFORCEMENTS
With Kion, you won’t be surprised by a cloud bill. Kion includes 

cost enforcements to curb spend in real time.

OUR FEATURES

✓  Visual indicators to alert users of spending in  

excess of plan

✓  Automated actions to freeze spend or downsize  

instances

✓  Workflow integrations to request funds and  

perform other custom actions

Continuous Compliance: 
PREVENT COMPLIANCE ROADBLOCKS 

Compliance and security can be unintended afterthoughts in fast-growing companies where the focus is on 

product innovation.  Unfortunately, without the right tools and team collaboration, a lack of focus on security can 

hinder innovation and progress to enter new markets over time. Kion empowers teams to take a proactive rather 

than reactive approach to compliance and security.

KEY BENEFITS
Kion provides the proactive boundaries and reactive detection and reporting to ensure compliance —  and the 

auto-remediation to help you end the grunt work.

✓  Get Day-1 compliance confidence

✓  Save time with auto-remediation

✓  End alert fatigue

✓  Spot trends early to improve cyber risk posture
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COMPLIANCE CHECKS

Kion jumpstarts help you gain control and accelerate your  

compliance.

OUR FEATURES

✓  4000+ built-in compliance checks to make it easy to  

adhere to best practices like CIS and NIST CSF

✓  Security control matrices mapped to industry standards 

like HIPAA, PCI-DSS, and FedRAMP to reduce audit prep time

✓ Customizable checks in common languages like YAML to meet unique security requirements.

360-DEGREE COMPLIANCE SUPPORT

Kion prevents, detects, reports, and remediates findings across 

your cloud footprint and across cloud providers.

OUR FEATURES

✓   Day-1 proactive guardrails to enforce use of approved cloud 

services, configurations, and regions

✓   On-demand or scheduled checks for continual feedback to spot trends and assess real-time  

compliance posture

✓   Auto-remediation to fix misconfigurations like public resources, misconfigured security groups,  

or abandoned access keys

Embrace Cloud Enablement 

As your organization grows, you’ll find that traditional approaches 

for managing IT fail to scale and stifle innovation. The cloud should 

empower your technical staff to innovate at lightning speed, but 

some guardrails are required to avoid going off the tracks. In a pay-

as-you-go model, limits must be set to prevent cost overruns and 

unfettered spending. Similar boundaries must be in place to ensure 

the organization’s security and compliance policies are enforced. 

Kion’s holistic approach to governing and managing your cloud 

environment allows your organization to take full advantage of what 

the cloud has to offer while mitigating the risks and avoiding the pitfalls. 

Why invest in multiple tools or spend countless months building and figuring out the right native cloud services 

to integrate together? 

Request a demo today to see for yourself how quickly Kion can unlock the full power of the cloud to drive 

innovation.

https://kion.io/product/request-a-demo?utm_campaign=Kion%20%7C%20Increasing%20Speed%20in%20the%20Cloud%20Datasheet&utm_source=inbound&utm_medium=datasheet&utm_content=increasing-speed

